We describe our completed spectroscopic survey for unbound hypervelocity stars (HVSs) ejected from the Milky Way. Three new discoveries bring the total number of unbound late B-type stars to 21. We place new constraints on the nature of the stars and on their distances using moderate resolution MMT spectroscopy. Half of the stars are fast rotators; they are certain 2.5-4 M main sequence stars at 50-120 kpc distances. Correcting for stellar lifetime, our survey implies that unbound 2.5-4 M stars are ejected from the Milky Way at a rate of 1.5 × 10 −6 yr −1 . These unbound HVSs are likely ejected continuously over the past 200 Myr and do not share a common flight time. The anisotropic spatial distribution of HVSs on the sky remains puzzling. Southern hemisphere surveys like SkyMapper will soon allow us to map the all-sky distribution of HVSs. Future proper motion measurements with Hubble Space Telescope and Gaia will provide strong constraints on origin. Existing observations are all consistent with HVS ejections from encounters with the massive black hole in the Galactic center.
INTRODUCTION
Hypervelocity stars (HVSs) are unbound stars escaping the Milky Way. Hills (1988) predicted their existence as a consequence of a massive black hole (MBH) in the Galactic center. Present-day observations provide compelling evidence for a 4 × 10 6 M central MBH, surrounded by an immense crowd of stars (Gillessen et al. 2009; Do et al. 2013) . Theorists estimate that three-body interactions with this MBH will unbind stars from the Galaxy at a rate of ∼10 −4 yr −1 (Hills 1988; Yu & Tremaine 2003; Perets et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2013) . The ejection rate of unbound stars by the central MBH is 100 times larger than the rate expected by competing mechanisms, including unbound runaway ejections from the Galactic disk (Brown et al. 2009a; Perets & Subr 2012) . Brown et al. (2005) serendipitously discovered the first HVS in the outer stellar halo, a B-type star moving over twice the Galactic escape velocity. The observed motion exceeds the escape velocity from the surface of the star and requires an origin involving a massive compact object. The discovery motivated our targeted HVS Survey with the MMT telescope. The HVS Survey has identified at least 16 unbound stars over the past seven years (Brown et al. 2006a (Brown et al. , 2006b (Brown et al. , 2007b (Brown et al. , 2007c (Brown et al. , 2009a (Brown et al. , 2009b (Brown et al. , 2012b . Other observers have found unbound and candidate unbound stars among a range of stellar types (Hirsch et al. 2005; Edelmann et al. 2005; Heber et al. 2008a; Tillich et al. 2009; Irrgang et al. 2010; Tillich et al. 2011; Li et al. 2012; Kunder et al. 2012; Pereira et al. 2012 Pereira et al. , 2013 Palladino et al. 2014; Zheng et al. 2014) . The variety of HVS observations has led to some confusion.
HVSs are rare objects. Of the Milky Way's 10 11 stars, there should be only 1 HVS within 1 kpc of the Sun for an HVS ejection rate of 10 −4 yr −1 . Thus the vast majority of fast-moving stars near the disk are disk runaways (Bromley et al. 2009 ), not HVSs ejected by the MBH. Heber et al. (2008a) 's discovery of the first hyper-runaway B star ejected from the disk is a case in point. The Milky Way's stellar halo contains a millionfold more normal stars than HVSs, as demonstrated by the absence of unbound F-type stars in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (Kollmeier et al. 2009 (Kollmeier et al. , 2010 . In this context, metal poor F-and G-type stars with marginally unbound proper motion velocities are probably halo stars.
The HVS Survey is a clean, well-defined spectroscopic survey of stars with the colors of 2.5-4 M late B-type stars. These stars should not exist at faint magnitudes in the outer halo unless they were ejected there. The stars we define as HVSs are significantly unbound in radial velocity alone. To date, all follow-up observations indicate that the HVSs are main sequence B stars at 50-100 kpc distances (Fuentes et al. 2006; Przybilla et al. 2008b; López-Morales & Bonanos 2008; Brown et al. 2012a Brown et al. , 2013a . B-type stars have relatively short lifetimes and must originate from a region with on-going star formation, such as the Galactic disk or Galactic center. For those HVSs with detailed echelle spectroscopy, their stellar ages exceed their flight times from the Galaxy by 100 Myr, an observation difficult to reconcile with Galactic disk runaway scenarios involving massive stars (Brown et al. 2012a (Brown et al. , 2013a .
Here we describe the completed MMT HVS Survey. In Section 2 we present our data and the discovery of three new HVSs. One of these HVSs is in the south Galactic cap where there are few other HVS discoveries to date. In Section 3 we describe our stellar atmosphere fits to the HVS spectra, and identify rapidly rotating HVSs that are certain main sequence B stars at 50-120 kpc distances. In Section 4 we investigate the flight time distribution of HVSs and find that the full sample of HVSs is best described by a continuous distribution. The 11 HVSs clumped around the constellation Leo have flight times equally well described by a burst or a continuous distribution. In Section 5 we predict proper motions for allowable Galactic disk and Galactic center ejection origins, and show that future proper motion measurements with Hubble Space Telescope and Gaia should be able to distinguish between these origins. Finally, in Section 6 we use the completed HVS sample to estimate a 1.5 × 10 −6 yr −1 ejection rate of unbound 2.5-4 M stars from the Milky Way.
DATA

Target Selection
The HVS Survey is a spectroscopic survey of late B-type stars selected by broadband color (Brown et al. 2006a ). The final color selection is detailed in Brown et al. (2012b) and we do not repeat it here. Photometry comes from the Sloan Digital Sky Survey (SDSS; Aihara et al. 2011) . We correct all photometry for reddening following Schlegel et al. (1998) . During the course of the survey we also decided to exclude two end-of-stripe regions with discrepant colors, and the region of sky within 2
• of M31. The final target list contains 1451 HVS Survey candidates.
The HVS Survey color selection targets 3 M B stars but primarily finds halo stars, stars that are likely evolved blue horizontal branch (BHB) stars or blue stragglers. Evolved BHB stars and main sequence B stars share similar effective temperatures and surface gravities in the color range of the HVS Survey, and both BHB and main sequence B stars are intrinsically luminous objects (g-band absolute magnitudes −1 M g 1 mag). Because the HVS Survey covers high Galactic latitudes |b| 30
• , the 17 < g 0 < 20.25 magnitudelimited HVS Survey exclusively targets stars in the stellar halo of the Milky Way.
Spectroscopic Observations and Sample Completeness
We obtained spectra for 271 new HVS Survey candidates. We also obtained repeat observations of previously identified HVSs to validate their nature and radial velocities. New observations were acquired at the 6.5 m MMT Observatory in six observing runs between 2012 April and 2014 March. All observations were obtained with the Blue Channel Spectrograph (Schmidt et al. 1989 ) using the 832 line mm −1 grating and the 1 slit. This set-up provides a wavelength coverage of 3650 Å-4500 Å at a spectral resolution of 1.0 Å. We chose exposure times to yield a signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) of 10-15 per resolution element in the continuum. All observations were paired with a HeNe-Ar lamp exposure for accurate wavelength calibration, and were flux-calibrated using blue spectrophotometric standards (Massey et al. 1988) .
We have now obtained spectra for 1437 of the 1451 HVS Survey candidates. This count includes 63 objects with spectra taken from SDSS. The HVS Survey completeness is thus 99%. In our sample we find 256 (18%) hydrogen atmosphere white dwarfs, 24 (2%) quasars, and 30 (2%) miscellaneous objects such as metal poor galaxies (Kewley et al. 2007 ) and B supergiants (Brown et al. 2007a (Brown et al. , 2012b . Low-mass white dwarfs are a problematic contaminant: they can appear as velocity outliers because of binary orbital motion (Kilic et al. 2007) . We have thus systematically identified and removed the low-mass white dwarfs for study elsewhere (Kilic et al. 2010 (Kilic et al. , 2012 Brown et al. 2010c Brown et al. , 2012c Brown et al. , 2013b . Our focus here is the cleanly selected sample of 1127 late B-type stars. This complete spectroscopic sample is the basis for the following analysis.
Radial Velocity Distribution
The goal of the HVS Survey is to find velocity outliers. Having completed the HVS Survey, we re-measured stellar radial velocities for all of our spectra using the latest version of the cross-correlation package RVSAO (Kurtz & Mink 1998) . As in earlier work, we use high S/N observations of bright late B-and early A-type radial velocity standards (Fekel 1999) as our cross-correlation templates. The mean radial velocity uncertainty of our measurements is ±10 km s −1 . For the 63 objects observed by SDSS we adopt the radial velocity reported by the SEGUE Stellar Parameter Pipeline (Allende Prieto et al. 2008; Smolinski et al. 2011 ). The mean radial velocity uncertainty of the 63 stars observed by SDSS is ±22 km s −1 . Our primary interest is not heliocentric velocity, but velocity in the Galactic rest frame. To properly interpret the radial velocities of stars in the halo requires that we correct for the local circular velocity and the motion of the Sun with respect to the disk. We have long assumed a circular velocity of 220 km s −1 , but in Brown et al. (2012b) we adopted a circular velocity of 250 km s −1 on the basis of disk maser proper motions (Reid et al. 2009; McMillan & Binney 2010) . Subsequently, Bovy et al. (2012) measured a circular velocity of 220 km s −1 on the basis of stellar radial velocities in the inner halo, but a Local Standard of Rest motion 14 km s −1 larger than previously measured. These different measurements reconcile with each other for a circular velocity of 235 km s −1 and the Local Standard of Rest motion of Schönrich et al. (2010) , which we adopt here (see also Reid et al. 2014) . We thus transform the observed heliocentric radial velocities to Galactic rest frame velocities v rf using v rf = v helio + 11.1 cos l cos b + 247.24 sin l cos b + 7.25 sin b,
(1) where l and b are Galactic longitude and latitude. Figure 1 shows the Galactic rest frame velocity distribution of the HVS Survey stars. Each star is drawn with its error bars; the largest velocity errors come from the SDSS measurements. (Brown et al. 2010b; Gnedin et al. 2010) .
The HVS Survey also contains some remarkable velocity outliers, stars that are significantly unbound in radial velocity alone. The escape velocity of the Milky Way at 50 kpc is approximately 350 km s −1 (see Section 4.2). We observe stars traveling up to +700 km s −1 . Because we measure radial velocity, the full space motion of the stars can only be larger.
Notably, the velocity outliers are all moving away from us, consistent with the picture that they were ejected from the Milky Way. The fastest star moving towards us in the HVS Survey has v rf = −298 ± 10 km s −1 , consistent with Galactic escape velocity estimates. We re-observed the star previously reported at −359 km s −1 , SDSS J115734.45+054645.58; it is a log g 5 white dwarf in a 13.5 hr orbital period binary (Brown et al. 2013b) .
Interestingly, we observe many more bound +300 km s
velocity outliers compared to −300 km s −1 outliers. The orbital turn-around time for a star traveling +300 km s −1 in the HVS Survey is about 1 Gyr. Thus the absence of a comparable number of −300 km s −1 stars demonstrates that most of the +300 km s −1 stars have lifetimes less than 1 Gyr (Brown et al. 2007c; Kollmeier & Gould 2007; Yu & Madau 2007) . Given their colors (temperatures), the bound outliers in the HVS Survey are likely main sequence B stars.
New HVSs
We find three HVSs in our new observations. The star SDSS J114146.45+044217.29, hereafter HVS22, is a faint g = 20.261 ± 0.042 and fast-moving v helio = 597.8 ± 13.4 km s −1 object. Its minimum velocity in the Galactic rest frame is +489 km s −1 . We compare its broadband colors with stellar evolution tracks and estimate that HVS22 is 70 kpc distant if a BHB star, and 100 kpc distant if a main sequence star. HVS22 is clearly unbound to the Milky Way at either distance. Curiously, HVS22 is located in the constellation Virgo near many of the other HVSs. Figure 2 shows its spectrum.
The star SDSS J215629.02+005444.18, hereafter HVS23, is another faint g = 20.401±0.027 star but located in the southern Galactic cap. Its broadband colors imply HVS23 is 70 kpc distant if a BHB star, and 80 kpc distant if a main sequence star; HVS23 is unbound at either distance. Its heliocentric velocity v helio = 259.3 ± 9.9 km s −1 is +423 km s −1 in the Galactic rest frame.
On the basis of follow-up observations, we re-classify SDSS J111136.44+005856.44 as HVS24. HVS24 has a self-consistent set of photometric and spectroscopic distance estimates. Its rapid rotation, described in the next section, makes HVS24 a probable main sequence B star. Its rest frame velocity v rf = +358 km s −1 is a significant outlier from the observed velocity distribution, and exceeds the Galactic escape velocity at HVS24's likely distance of R = 63 ± 11 kpc. HVS24 is also located in the constellation Leo near many of the other HVSs.
HVS STELLAR NATURE
Determining the stellar nature of the HVSs is important for making accurate distance estimates and for placing constraints on HVS ejection models. We investigate the nature of the HVSs Figure 2 . HVS discovery spectra, continuum-normalized and shifted to restframe (in black), compared with the best-fitting stellar atmosphere models (red). We use the H Balmer lines to measure T eff , log g, and v sin i. (A color version of this figure is available in the online journal.) by performing stellar atmosphere fits to the entire sample of HVSs. The HVSs, unlike the other stars in the HVS Survey, were observed multiple times to validate their radial velocities, and the summed HVS spectra have S/N of 40-70 per resolution element adequate for fitting stellar atmosphere models. Heber et al. (2008b) performed similar stellar atmosphere fits to the earliest HVS discoveries, and we now extend this analysis to the full sample of HVSs.
A notable result of the stellar atmosphere fits is that six of our HVSs are fast rotators with v sin i > 170 km s −1 . Fast rotation is the unambiguous signature of a main sequence star. Late B-type main sequence stars have mean v sin i = 150 km s −1 (Abt et al. 2002; Huang & Gies 2006) , although stars in (former) close binaries may rotate more slowly because of tidal synchronization. Hansen (2007) predicts that main sequence 3-4 M HVSs ejected by the Hills mechanism will have mean v sin i 70 km s −1 . Evolved BHB stars, on the other hand, have mean v sin i = 10 km s −1 (Behr 2003a) . Hot BHB stars, with temperatures equivalent to the HVSs, are among the slowest rotators with v sin i 7 km s −1 (Behr 2003b ). On the basis of rotation, we compare the HVS atmosphere parameters to main sequence tracks to estimate masses and luminosities.
Stellar Atmosphere Fits
Our primary goal is to establish the HVSs' effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log g, and projected rotation v sin i. Helium abundance is an important parameter (Przybilla et al. 2008b) ; however, our limited spectral range does not allow us to constrain He independent of T eff . Thus we consider grids of solar abundance. We also make no attempt to solve for metal abundances given the modest resolution of our spectra. Metal abundance has little effect on hydrogen Balmer lines: T eff and log g change by <1% when fit with [M/H] = −1 models.
Our approach to stellar atmosphere fits is similar to that described by Brown et al. (2012a) . In brief, we use ATLAS9 ODFNEW model atmosphere grids (Castelli & Kurucz 2004; Castelli et al. 1997 ) to calculate synthetic spectra (Gray & Corbally 1994) matched to the spectral resolution of our observations. We sum the rest-frame spectra of each HVS, normalize the continuum with a low-order polynomial fit, and calculate the χ 2 of the temperature-and gravity-sensitive Balmer lines against the synthetic models. We then simultaneously derive effective temperature T eff , surface gravity log g, and projected rotation v sin i and their uncertainties by fitting the full distribution of χ 2 . The parameters are correlated such that a 1% increase in T eff best fits a 1% increase in log g. We discuss v sin i further below. Our average uncertainties are ±5%, or ±600 K, in T eff and ±6%, or ±0.24 dex, in log g. Figure 2 shows the spectra for the new objects HVS22, HVS23, and HVS24 compared to their best-fit stellar atmosphere model (note that we calculate χ 2 using the spectral regions around each Balmer line, and exclude the continuum regions used for normalization). We summarize T eff and log g values in Table 1 and plot them in Figure 3 .
We validate our stellar atmosphere fits by comparing with previously published results. Heber et al. (2008b) perform independent stellar atmosphere fits to our spectra of HVS1 and HVS4-7. For this set of five objects, our values are on average 400 ± 400 K hotter and 0.20 ± 0.11 dex higher in surface gravity, consistent within the 1σ measurement uncertainties but suggesting a possible systematic offset. Stellar atmosphere fits to high-resolution echelle spectra have also been published for the four brightest HVSs: HVS5 (Brown et al. 2012a (Brown et al. 2013a) . For this small set of 4 objects, our values are on average 600 ± 400 K hotter and 0.30 ± 0.10 dex higher in surface gravity, again suggesting a systematic offset at the level of our 1σ measurement uncertainty. The systematic offset makes little difference to our stellar mass estimates because the direction of the T eff -log g correlation parallels the tracks, but higher surface gravity causes us to systematically under-estimate luminosity and thus distance. The possible systematic therefore acts as a conservative threshold on our identification of unbound HVSs. Given the higher precision of the echelle observations, we adopt echelle T eff and log g values when available.
Stellar Rotation
Our 1 Å spectral resolution formally allows measurement of projected stellar rotation for stars with v sin i >70 km s −1 . The unresolved line Mg ii λ4481, the strongest unblended metal line in the HVS spectra, in principle provides the best v sin i constraint. In practice, our moderate spectral resolution and moderate S/N, combined with the nearby He i λ4471 line, makes the Mg ii λ4481 v sin i measurement difficult. Instead, we rely on the shape of the well-sampled Balmer line profiles. We find a clear minimum in χ 2 when fitting model grids over v sin i, but the minimum is shallow in the v sin i dimension implying large uncertainties. We compare our v sin i with the four HVSs with echelle measurements and the independent measurement of HVS1, and find that our v sin i values are consistent within ±33 km s −1 . Thus, while we do not claim precise v sin i measurements, we can claim that HVSs with v sin i >170 km s −1 have >70 km s −1 rotation at 3σ confidence. Fast rotation is interesting because it is the clear signature of a main sequence B star. Evolved BHB stars and main sequence B stars have very different v sin i, as explained above. We present our v sin i measurements in Table 1 . We re-iterate that the practical lower limit of our v sin i measurements is about 70 km s −1 . Indeed, the lowest v sin i values we measure are within 1-σ of this limit. Given the measurement uncertainties, however, all v sin i < 100 km s −1 should be considered v sin i = 100 km s −1 upper limits. The five HVSs with 200-300 km s −1 rotation, on the other hand, are remarkable. HVS8 is a previously known fast rotator with v sin i = 260 km s −1 (López-Morales & Bonanos 2008), but HVS9, HVS13, HVS16, and HVS20 are new discoveries. In addition, five other objects-HVS1, HVS6, HVS11, HVS14 and HVS24-have v sin i's around 170 km s −1 (see also Heber et al. 2008b) . Counting the HVSs with high-precision echelle measurements, 13 (62%) of our 21 HVSs are probable main sequence B stars on the basis of their rotation.
In principle, the distribution of HVS v sin i can provide a constraint on their origin. We should not expect to find a large fraction of fast rotators if HVSs come from compact stellar binaries disrupted by a single MBH or one of the disk runaway scenarios (Hansen 2007) . The binary black hole scenario, on the other hand, can eject single fast-rotating stars as HVSs and may even spin-up stars during the ejection (Löckmann & Baumgardt 2008 ). Because we are presently able to detect only the fastest rotating HVSs, however, we require higher spectral resolution, higher S/N spectroscopy to measure the distribution of HVS v sin i.
Mass and Luminosity Estimates
Given the observed rotation of the HVSs, we adopt main sequence stellar evolution tracks to estimate HVS masses and luminosities. Previously, we used de-reddened photometric colors and Padova tracks (Girardi et al. 2004; Marigo et al. 2008) to estimate HVS luminosities. We now use our spectroscopic T eff and log g with the same tracks for consistency. We note that the latest version of the Padova tracks adopts a different value for solar metallicity (Bressan et al. 2012 ), but metallicity is one of the least constrained of the HVSs' stellar parameters. Among the objects with echelle spectroscopy, HVS5 and HVS8 provide no metallicity constraint because of their fast rotation. HVS7 and HVS17 have peculiar abundance patterns and so provide no metallicity constraint because of diffusion processes in the radiative atmospheres of the stars. Because these four HVSs are main sequence B stars, however, they must have formed relatively recently in the Milky Way. We therefore adopt solar metallicity stellar evolution tracks for estimating HVS parameters. Figure 3 compares measured T eff and log g to solar metallicity Padova tracks. The HVSs overlap the tracks for 2.5-4 M main sequence stars, consistent with the underlying color selection, with the possible exception of three 1σ outliers. The three outliers have unusually high surface gravities, in the direction of our systematic uncertainty. Stellar evolution can explain stars with higher surface gravity at these temperatures. One possibility is extremely lowmass white dwarfs, which are observed down to log g = 4.8 (Gianninas et al. 2014) . Unlike normal white dwarfs, the universe is not old enough to evolve an extremely low-mass white dwarf through single star evolution. Rather, extremely low-mass white dwarfs are the product of common envelope binary evolution; they are observed in compact binaries with orbital periods ranging from 12 minutes to 25 hr (Brown et al. , 2013b . HVS11, HVS12, and HVS19 exhibit neither short-nor longterm velocity variability, however, arguing against the extremely low-mass white dwarf possibility.
Another explanation for high log g is a low-metallicity main sequence star, a.k.a. a blue straggler. Low-metallicity stars are less massive, fainter, and older than solar-metallicity stars of the same T eff and log g. Notably, the zero age main sequence for [Fe/H] = −2 stars shifts to log g = 4.6 in the Padova tracks, in better agreement with surface gravity of the three outliers. All of our HVSs are much bluer than the main sequence turnoff age of the halo, however, but they could be blue stragglers with twice the halo main sequence turn-off mass. Such blue stragglers might result from mass transfer or a collision inside a binary or triple system (Perets & Kratter 2012; Kaib & Raymond 2014) . It is possible to launch binaries at unbound speeds with MBH ejection mechanisms; however, HVS binaries should be no more than a few percent of all unbound HVS ejections (Lu et al. 2007; Perets 2009 ). Stars with [Fe/H] = −2 are also not expected in the Galactic center region, where the iron abundance is solar Ramírez et al. 2000) . Thus we consider blue stragglers an unlikely explanation for the unbound HVSs. Rather, we consider the 1σ outliers an expected result of the distribution of our measurement errors.
We proceed by estimating stellar mass and luminosity with a Monte Carlo calculation that propagates the spectroscopic T eff and log g uncertainties through the Padova solar metallicity tracks. Thus the parameters for objects like HVS11, HVS12, and HVS19, which sit below the solar metallicity tracks, are determined by the portion of their error ellipses that fall on the tracks. Table 1 summarizes the stellar mass and luminosity estimates.
Our spectroscopic luminosity estimates are formally no more precise than our old photometric estimates. The mean uncertainty of our spectroscopic absolute magnitude is ±0.32 mag; the uncertainty of the photometric absolute magnitude is ±0.25 mag. The difference between the spectroscopic and photomet- ric absolute magnitude M g estimates is 0.0 ± 0.39 mag; the dispersion is consistent with the sum of the uncertainties. HVS1 happens to be one of the most discrepant objects: HVS1's dereddened (u − g) color is relatively red and corresponds to a star with M g,phot = +0.42, yet its hydrogen Balmer lines correspond to a star with M g,spec = −0.36. We consider spectroscopic measures of T eff and log g provide the more accurate estimates of M g , and adopt the spectroscopic estimate throughout.
HVS SPATIAL AND FLIGHT TIME DISTRIBUTIONS
The spatial and flight time distributions of HVSs can place useful constraints on their origin. We begin by adopting an escape velocity profile for the Milky Way to define our sample of 21 unbound HVSs. The unbound 2.5-4 M HVSs we observe imply there are 100 such HVSs over the entire sky within R < 100 kpc. The ratio of HVS flight time to main sequence lifetime implies that the HVSs are ejected at random times during their lives. Thus the apparent number of HVSs must be corrected for their finite lifetimes.
The unbound HVSs exhibit a remarkable spatial anisotropy on the sky: half of the HVSs lie within a region only 15
• in radius. However, this apparent grouping of HVSs is equally likely to share a common flight time as to be ejected continuously.
HVS Spatial Distribution
We calculate HVS Galacto-centric radial distances, R, assuming the Sun is at R = 8 kpc. Table 1 summarizes the results. Figure 4 displays the Galacto-centric radial distances as a function of minimum Galactic rest frame velocity v rf . Our average 32% absolute magnitude uncertainty corresponds to a 16% distance uncertainty. Figure 5 is the vertical distance above the disk, the x-axis is the radial distance along the disk, and the length of the arrows indicates the relative motion of the HVSs. The HVSs are presently located at the arrow tips, and span a large range of distances. Arrows drawn in magenta are the HVSs located in the clump around the constellation Leo. To properly establish our sample of unbound HVSs we must define the escape velocity of the Milky Way.
Galactic Escape Velocity
The Milky Way has an extended mass distribution. Thus we must use a gravitational potential model to quantify how the Milky Way's escape velocity changes with distance. There are many potential models (i.e., Widrow & Dubinski 2005; Irrgang et al. 2013 ). We adopt the Kenyon et al. (2008) three-component bulge-disk-halo potential model because it fits observed mass measurements from the Galactic center to the outer halo and thus is well-suited to the HVS problem. We update the model's disk mass M d = 6 × 10 10 M and radial scale length a d = 2.75 kpc to yield a flat 235 km s −1 rotation curve, consistent with our adopted circular velocity. We leave the other model parameters unchanged. Compared to the original Kenyon et al. (2008) model, the updated model contains more disk mass and thus requires a slightly larger ejection velocity to escape.
Escape velocity is not formally defined in the threecomponent potential model. We empirically estimate escape velocity by dropping a test particle from the virial radius at 250 kpc. The resulting escape velocity curve drawn in Figure 4 can be approximated with the following relation, valid in the range 15 < R < 150 kpc:
Our adopted potential model yields an escape velocity of 367 km s −1 at R = 50 kpc and 578 km s −1 at R = 8 kpc. The latter value is consistent with current solar neighborhood escape velocity measurements (Smith et al. 2007; Piffl et al. 2014 ).
An alternative escape velocity estimate is provided by scaling the halo circular velocity measured by Gnedin et al. (2010) from a Jeans analysis of the Milky Way stellar halo velocity dispersion profile. The inferred escape velocity in this case is 400 km s −1 at R = 50 kpc (see Figure 4) . Scaling circular velocity to estimate escape velocity is formally incorrect, however. More recently, Rashkov et al. (2013) argue that the Milky Way halo is significantly less massive than assumed by Kenyon et al. (2008) and measured by Gnedin et al. (2010) . Given the uncertainties, we consider the updated Kenyon et al. (2008) escape velocity model a reasonable choice.
Given the above definition of escape velocity, we identify 21 HVSs that are unbound on the basis of radial velocity alone (Figure 4) . We include HVS16 and HVS24 because they have v sin i >170 km s −1 and are almost certainly 3 M B stars at 60-70 kpc distances. HVS15 is a borderline case that we consider a likely HVS because of its significant v rf = +328 km s −1 velocity and its self-consistent photometric and spectroscopic distance estimates.
HVS11, given our new distance estimate, is an object that we now classify as a possible "bound HVS." In fact, we consider all of the remaining objects with 275 km s −1 < v rf < v esc as possible bound HVSs: significant velocity outliers that are bound. Our choice of 275 km s −1 is motivated by the relative absence of stars with velocities less than −275 km s −1 in our Survey. We emphasize that our choice of the 275 km s −1 threshold is appropriate only in the context of our halo radial velocity survey, and is not a generalizable threshold on which to select HVSs in other contexts, such as the solar neighborhood or the Galactic center (e.g., Zubovas et al. 2013) where escape velocity and stellar populations are very different.
HVS Flight Times and Main Sequence Lifetimes
We now use our distance and velocity measurements to estimate HVS flight times. Our approach is to start at the present location and velocity of each HVS, and then calculate its trajectory backward through the Galactic center in the updated Kenyon et al. (2008) potential model (see the flight time isochrones in Figure 4 ). Our flight times are formally upper limits because we assume that the observed radial velocities are the full space motion of the HVSs. This assumption is reasonable for objects on radial trajectories at large 50-120 kpc distances. We note that flight times from other locations in the Milky Way, such as the solar circle R = 8 kpc, typically vary by only ±3 Myr (∼2%) from the Galactic center flight time because of the large distances and high Galactic latitudes of the HVSs. We estimate flight time uncertainties by propagating the velocity and distance errors through our trajectory calculations. Distance errors dominate the uncertainty; thus our typical flight time uncertainties are 16%, or about ±22 Myr.
One possible constraint on HVS origin comes from comparing their flight times and stellar ages. Unbound disk runaways require interactions with extremely massive stars (Przybilla et al. 2008a; Gvaramadze et al. 2009 ): they require prompt ejection. The central MBH can eject HVSs at any time. Unfortunately, we cannot measure age with our data. The formal age uncertainties, when combined with flight time uncertainties, provide no statistically meaningful constraint. (Marigo et al. 2008) . The HVSs cannot be main sequence stars if they have flight times longer than a main sequence star lifetime.
Interestingly, the HVS flight time to main sequence lifetime ratios are all less than one. This conclusion does not depend on the unknown age of the stars. Figure 6 illustrates the comparison. Interestingly, the average ratio of HVS flight time to main sequence lifetime is 0.47 ± 0.20. A ratio of one-half suggests that HVSs are ejected at random times during their lives. The flight time uncertainties are about 10% of main sequence lifetime-the bin size in Figure 6 -thus the average appears meaningful. If the HVSs were systematically metal-poor, they would be instrinsically fainter, lower mass stars with flight times that were a smaller fraction of their main sequence lifetimes. In any case, HVS flight times are consistent with the HVSs being main sequence stars ejected from the Milky Way.
HVS Spatial Anisotropy
The spatial distribution of HVSs is interesting because it is linked to their origin. HVSs can in principle appear anywhere in our 12,000 deg 2 survey because the central MBH can in principle eject a HVS in any direction. Yet 11 (52%) of the 21 unbound HVSs are located in a 25
• × 25
• (5% of Survey area) region at the edge of our survey, centered around (R.A., Decl.) = (11 h 10 m 00 s , +3 d 00 m 00 s ) J2000 in the direction of the constellation Leo. Figure 7 plots the spatial distribution of every star observed in the HVS Survey in two polar projections centered on the north and south Galactic poles. The overall distribution of stars reflects the SDSS imaging footprint. In this footprint, our Survey stars have an approximately isotropic distribution, although part of the Sgr dwarf galaxy tidal stream is visible as an overdensity of stars arcing to the right of the north Galactic pole (King et al. 2012) . The unbound HVSs are marked by magenta stars in Figure 7 . The new HVS discoveries strengthen the previously claimed HVS spatial anisotropy. By any measure, whether Galactic longitude distribution, angular separation distribution, or the two-point angular correlation function, unbound HVSs are significantly clustered (see Brown et al. 2009b Brown et al. , 2012b ). The lower velocity, possible bound HVSs have a more isotropic distribution.
Various models have been proposed to explain the HVS anisotropy. Each model predicts different spatial and flight time distributions of HVSs. One model is the in-spiral of two MBHs in the Galactic center (Yu & Tremaine 2003) . The binary black hole preferentially ejects HVSs from its orbital plane. Ejections become more energetic and isotropic as the binary black hole hardens and merges on 1-10 Myr timescales (Gualandris et al. 2005; Levin 2006; Baumgardt et al. 2006; Sesana et al. 2006 Sesana et al. , 2008 . Thus the signature of a binary black hole in-spiral event is a ring or shell of HVSs with a common flight time. Abadi et al. (2009) propose that the HVS anisotropy comes from the stellar ejecta of a tidally disrupted dwarf galaxy (see also Piffl et al. 2011) . This model predicts a single clump of HVS with a common flight time. However, it is unclear where the progenitor would come from. No Local Group dwarf galaxy has a velocity comparable to the HVSs, and a gas-rich star forming galaxy is required to explain the B-type HVSs. There are no unbound A-or F-type stars in same region of sky (Kollmeier et al. 2009 (Kollmeier et al. , 2010 as one expects for a disrupted dwarf galaxy. Lu et al. (2010) and Zhang et al. (2010 Zhang et al. ( , 2013 propose that the HVS anisotropy reflects the anisotropic distribution of stars in the Galactic center. If HVSs are ejected by the central MBH, then the direction of ejection corresponds to the direction that their progenitors encounter the MBH. Interestingly, known HVSs fall on the projected orbital planes of the clockwise and counterclockwise disks of stars that presently orbit Sgr A*. There is no explanation for the confinement of HVS ejections to two fixed planes over the past 200 Myr, however. If we accept fixed ejection planes, this model allows for bands of HVSs on the sky containing stars of all possible flight times.
Finally, Brown et al. (2012b) propose that the HVS anisotropy may reflect the anisotropy of the underlying Galactic gravitational potential. Stars ejected along the major axis of the potential are decelerated less than those ejected along the minor axis. An initially isotropic distribution of marginally unbound HVSs can thus appear anisotropic in the halo. The predicted distribution of HVSs depends on the axis ratio and the rotation direction of the potential. If there is rotation around the long axis of the potential, for example, HVSs should appear in two clumps on opposite sides of the sky with all possible flight times.
Although the present spatial distribution of HVSs can be described by two planes Zhang et al. 2010) , this is not necessarily the required distribution. The observed clump of HVSs abuts one edge of the Survey-the edge defined by the celestial equator. We require a southern hemisphere HVS Survey to see the full all-sky distribution. For now, we simply test whether the observed clump of HVSs share a common flight time.
Flight Time Constraints on Origin
HVS flight times provide another constraint on origin. Figure 8 plots the distribution of flight times for the full sample of HVSs and for the clump of HVSs within 15
• of 11 h 10 m 00 s , +3 d 00 m 00 s (J2000). We make this particular selection because it cuts the HVS sample in half and allows us to test the dwarf galaxy tidal debris hypothesis. We calculate the nonparametric Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic of the samples against two models. The first model is a constant distribution, normalized to the number of HVSs and centered on the mean t flight of each HVS sample. The second model is a burst distribution: a Gaussian with identical mean and normalization as the first model, but a dispersion equal to 16% of the mean t flight appropriate for our measurement uncertainties. The lower panels of Figure 8 compare these models to the observed cumulative distribution of HVS flight times.
The full HVS sample is well-described by a continuous flight time distribution (KS probability 0.74) but more poorly described by a single burst (KS probability 0.18). The spatially clumped HVS flight times, on the other hand, are equally welldescribed by a continuous distribution (KS probability 0.86) and a single burst (KS probability 0.85). Thus we can neither confirm nor deny the tidal debris origin on the basis of the spatially clumped HVS flight times. On the other hand, the flight times of the full set of HVSs favor a continuous ejection process. In other words, if HVSs are ejected by binary MBH in-spiral or dwarf galaxy tidal disruption events, multiple events are required to explain the full HVS sample.
HVS PROPER MOTION PREDICTIONS
Proper motions may one day provide a direct constraint on HVS origin. Proper motions of the HVSs remain unmeasured except in special cases (Brown et al. 2010a) , because the HVSs are distant and their proper motions are too small 1 mas yr −1 to be measured in ground-based catalogs. Gaia promises to measure proper motions for the HVSs with 0.1 mas yr −1 precision. These measurements will, in many cases, discriminate between Galactic center and disk origins.
Here, we lay the groundwork for interpreting future proper motion measurements by (1) predicting the proper motion HVSs must have if they come from the Galactic center, and (2) calculating the ejection velocities required for alternative Galactic disk origins. Similar calculations were done for early HVS discoveries (Svensson et al. 2008 ). Here we address the full sample of unbound HVSs.
Our computational approach is to step through a grid of all possible proper motions and calculate the corresponding HVS trajectories backward in time through the updated Kenyon et al. (2008) potential model. For each trajectory we record Galactic plane-crossing location and velocity, and we calculate the necessary Galactic disk ejection velocity assuming a flat 235 km s −1 rotation curve. Figure 9 shows how the trajectories for each HVS map onto proper motion space: the blue and green ellipses are the locus of proper motions with trajectories crossing the Galactic plane at R = 20 kpc and R = 8 kpc, respectively. We identify a Galactic center origin by the trajectory with the smallest Galactic pericenter passage. A plus sign marks this trajectory, and Table 1 Figure 9. HVS trajectories mapped into proper motion space. Green and blue ellipses are the locus of trajectories that pass within 8 and 20 kpc, respectively, of the Galactic center. Trajectories that pass through the Galactic center are marked by a +. The locus of trajectories with disk plane ejection velocities of 600 km s −1 , the escape velocity from the surface of a 3 M star, are indicated by the red contours. Physically allowed disk ejections are mostly limited to the outer disk. Black circles are the predicted Gaia proper motion error ellipses for each HVS.
lists the corresponding proper motion for the Galactic center origin.
Our trajectory calculations place interesting constraints on a disk origin. Theorists show that the maximum possible ejection velocity from stellar binary-binary interactions is, under a point mass assumption, the escape velocity from the surface of the most massive star (Leonard 1991) . The escape velocity from the surface of a 3 M main sequence star is 600 km s −1 . Thus, the locations where HVSs can plausibly be ejected by stellar runaway mechanisms are those locations in the disk where the ejection velocity is below 600 km s −1 . The red contours in Figure 9 shows this constraint for each HVS. Trajectories with disk ejection velocities <600 km s −1 have proper motions that lie inside the red contour.
Interestingly, there is no location where HVS1 can physically be ejected from the Galactic disk. Due to its extreme velocity and distance, HVS1 provides a strong case for a Galactic center origin. For the other HVSs, there are finite but limited portions of the disk from where they can be ejected. The lowest disk ejection velocities occur where disk rotation points toward the HVSs.
Minimum disk ejection velocities range 400-590 km s −1 . The average radial location of the minima is R = 28 kpc, however, well outside the Milky Way's stellar disk. Only HVS5, with a disk ejection velocity of 590 km s −1 at R = 18 kpc, has a minimum that falls within the R 20 kpc extent of the observed stellar disk. The viable region for HVS disk ejections is thus typically a small fraction of the disk; it is the area included within both the blue and red contours in Figure 9 .
Notably, a Galactic center origin is often well-separated in proper motion from a disk origin. This separation occurs because viable disk ejection trajectories are from the outer disk. Future proper motion measurements with 0.1 mas yr −1 precision should thus be able to distinguish between Galactic center and disk origins. Gaia astrometric performance specifications predict 0.035-0.17 mas yr −1 proper motion uncertainties for the HVSs 1 ; the error ellipses depend on apparent magnitude and are drawn as the black circles in the upper right-hand corners of the panels in Figure 9 . If Gaia meets its predicted astrometric performance, it should unambiguously determine the origin of HVS4, HVS5, HVS6, HVS7, HVS8, HVS9, HVS10, and HVS17.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The HVS Survey is a complete, color-selected sample of 1127 late B-type stars over 12,000 deg 2 (29%) of sky. Spectroscopy of these stars reveals 21 HVSs unbound in radial velocity alone. The survey also identifies a comparable number of velocity outliers that are possibly bound HVSs. Stellar atmosphere fits show that, on the basis of projected stellar rotation, at least half of the HVSs are certain main sequence 2.5-4 M stars at 50-120 kpc distances.
If we assume that the HVSs are ejected continuously and isotropically, the 21 observed HVSs implies there are 100 unbound 2.5-4 M HVSs over the entire sky within R < 100 kpc. This calculation neglects HVSs missing from our Survey because of their short lifetimes, however. In previous papers, we corrected the observed number of HVSs by the fraction that do not survive to reach large distances assuming the HVSs are ejected at zero age (Brown et al. 2007c ). This assumption is flawed, as demonstrated by the observed ratios of HVS flight time to main sequence lifetime. If we instead assume that HVSs are ejected at any time during their lifetime, then we expect about 32% of 2.5-4 M HVSs do not survive to reach 50 kpc, and 64% do not survive to reach 100 kpc. The corrected number of HVSs is 300 unbound 2.5-4 M HVSs over the entire sky within R < 100 kpc. The ejection rate of unbound 2.5-4 M HVSs is thus 1.5 × 10 −6 yr −1 . To infer a total HVS ejection rate requires many more assumptions. The simplest approach is to assume that stars of all masses have identical multiplicity, binary orbital distributions, and ejection velocities, and then scale the observed 2.5-4 M HVSs by an assumed mass function. For a Salpeter IMF, integrated over the mass range 0.1 < M < 100 M and scaled to the corrected number of 2.5-4 M HVSs, the total HVS ejection rate is 2.5 × 10 −4 yr −1 . This rate is comparable to the 10 −4 yr −1 HVS ejection rates predicted by theory (Hills 1988; Perets et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2013) . It is difficult to take the ejection rate calculation further because the properties of binary stars and the stellar mass function in the Galactic center are poorly constrained. However, the numbers demonstrate a general agreement between HVS observation and HVS theory.
The distribution of HVS flight times provides another constraint on origin. HVSs ejected by a single MBH can be observed with any flight time. HVSs ejected by a dwarf galaxy tidal disruption event or a binary MBH in-spiral event must share a common flight time. Our full HVS sample is best described by a continuous flight time distribution. This conclusion is consistent with the Hills (1988) scenario. Alternatively, this conclusion requires multiple binary MBH in-spiral or galaxy tidal disruption events.
An intriguing result remains the anisotropic HVS spatial distribution: half of the observed HVSs are located around the constellation Leo. Because the HVSs are clumped at the edge of our Survey, the true distribution of HVSs remains unknown. The flight times of the spatially clumped HVSs also provide no constraint: given our uncertainties, the flight times of the clumped HVSs are equally well-described by a continuous distribution or a single burst.
In the near future, proper motions promise to provide a direct test of HVS origin. The first unbound main sequence star with measured proper motion is HD 271791 (Heber et al. 2008a) , a runaway B star ejected in the direction of rotation from the outer disk by a stellar binary disruption process (Przybilla et al. 2008a; Gvaramadze et al. 2009 ). Stellar binary disruption processes have a speed limit, however, set by the escape velocity from the surface of the star. We perform trajectory calculations for our HVSs and show that, in many cases, physically allowed disk-ejection trajectories differ systematically from Galactic center trajectories in proper motion space. Proper motions with 0.1 mas yr −1 precision, possible with Hubble Space Telescope and Gaia, should place clear constraints on the origin of HVSs 4-10 and HVS17.
We also look forward to performing a southern hemisphere HVS Survey in the near future. Whether the HVSs are ejected in rings, clumps, or a more isotropic distribution is an important constraint on their origin. Doubling the sample of HVSs to ∼50 objects should also allow us to discriminate between single and binary MBH ejection mechanisms on the basis of the HVS velocity distribution (Sesana et al. 2007; Perets 2009 ). Ejection models predict >1000 km s −1 stars (e.g., Bromley et al. 2006; Sesana et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2010; Rossi et al. 2014 ). We have not yet observed a >1000 km s −1 star. We expect that full sky coverage provided by surveys like SkyMapper (Keller et al. 2007 ) will provide a rich source of future HVS discoveries.
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